GIVING OPPORTUNITIES TO THE LUBAR INSTITUTE
FOR THE STUDY OF THE ABRAHAMIC RELIGIONS (LISAR)
Gifts at all levels have a direct impact on the quality of LISAR’s programs Since many
corporations have matching fund programs, the impact of your gift on the Institute can
often be doubled. Here are some of the ways in which your gift could help LISAR.
•

A $2,000 gift would fund the Undergraduate Forum, which brings together Jewish,
Christian, and Muslim students at UW‐Madison to discuss and learn about each
other’s traditions, for one year.

•

A $2,500 gift would fund a lecture by an important academic figure.

•

A $3,000 gift would fund the Community Forum, which brings together Jews,
Christians and Muslims from a local community to discuss and learn about each
other’s traditions, for one year.

•

A $5,000 gift could provide a year of stipends for the Undergraduate Fellows,
students who serve the Institute in a variety of ways while learning about the
Abrahamic traditions.

•

A $15,000 gift could fund a lecture by an (inter)nationally‐known public figure.

•

A $20,000 gift could enable the Institute to invite an (inter)nationally‐known public
figure to spend a few days at UW‐Madison as a scholar‐in‐residence.

•

A $25,000 gift would provide for a one‐year graduate research fellowship.

•

A $50,000 gift would provide a one‐year Institute Faculty Fellowship, which would
allow a member of the UW‐Madison faculty to contribute to planning events and to
participate fully in the Institute’s activities.

•

A $50,000 gift would fund the Institute’s annual conference, which features
(inter)nationally‐known participants and plenary speakers treating major issues
involving the Abrahamic traditions. It could also fund a post‐doctoral fellowship for
a young scholar of the Abrahamic traditions, who could teach classes and give
colloquia as well as conducting research.

•

A $60,000 gift would fund and name the Institute’s associate director position for a
year.

•

A $60,000 gift could endow the Community Forum.

•

A $100,000 gift would fund a visiting professorship, which would allow a
distinguished scholar to teach classes and contribute to the Institute’s overall
programming.

•

A $100,000 gift would also endow the Undergraduate Fellowship program.

•

A $125,000 would name the directorship of the Institute for a year.

•

A $200,000 gift would run a one‐week summer educational program in which
secondary‐ and elementary‐level teachers would learn about the Abrahamic
traditions.

•

A $300,000 gift would endow a lecture by a nationally‐known figure.

•

A $400,000 gift would endow the annual selection of an (inter)nationally‐known
figure to visit the University as the Institute’s scholar‐in‐residence.

•

A $1,000,000 gift would name and endow an Institute Faculty Fellowship.

•

A $1,000,000 gift would also endow either the Institute’s annual conference or a
post‐doctoral fellowship.

•

A $1,200,000 gift would endow a named associate directorship.

•

A $2,000,000 gift would endow and name a professorship that would bring world‐
class faculty to the Institute and UW‐Madison.

•

A $2,500,000 gift would endow and name the Institute’s directorship.

•

A $4,000,000 gift would endow and name the summer educational program.
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